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BETTA PALLIDA SCHINDLER & SCHMIDT 2004
Jens Kuehne
www.mahachai-tours.com

B.pallida from hard water area near Ron Phipun/ S.Thailand

Until 2004, B. pallida in southern
Thailand were known
as B.prima
Kottelat 1994. For some time the fish
with the lanceolate tail (one major
distinction beteen B. prima and B.
pallida) had been discussed
in
professional circles . For example,
Nonn Panitvong labelled this fish as B.
sp. "South" and thus secured its habitat
identity. But it was the Berliner Ingo
Schindler, who collected this Betta in
the district of Narathiwat, and brought it
to Dr. J. Schmidt, who had the courage
to describe B. pallida. Shortly
afterwards, Horst Linke also collected
this Betta on Ko Samoui, a well known
resort island in southern Thailand, from
which

this species was already known,(as
B.prima,) but by then the fish were
clearly identified as B. pallida, and this
staked its northernmost habitat.
Thus far it is known that B.prima occurs
in the southeast of Thailand, southeast
of Bangkok, on the southern border of
Cambodia and even in the South of
Vietnam. I was informed by various
parties, especially from Thailand, that a
mouthbrooding fighting fish, probably
B. prima, came from the mountainous
region inland from Hua Hin, which is
theoretically
very
possible.
Unfortunately the habitat is in rapid
decline due to landscape destruction .
And then we have the two sites of the
B.pallida of Narathiwat in the south and
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the B. pallida in the north of Ko Samoui.
Since B. pallida, as a mouthbrooding
fighting fish, also needs the flowing
waters of the mountain base to spread,
there was only one conclusion, that
B.pallida should occur at least
throughout the East Coast of Southern
Thailand. On that basis, the fish was
pretty consistently detected throughout
the Khao Luangge and Banthat
mountains . For example, in the district
of Nakhon Sri Thammarat, from north to
south at Pomikhiri in Lan Saka and Ron
Phipun, directly from the city and in the
district Pattalung Pattalung in Na Bon.
A larger gap in distribution only occurs
in the districts of Songkhla, Pattani and
Yala but some gaps could still be closed
should some suitable waters be found.
Interestingly I could find no B.pallida
on the Malaysian side. It seems to me
that here in the past that associated
extensive peat swamps have been a
limiting factor. As a larger puzzle,
attention should be given to the fact that
B.pallida has not jumped to the west
coast, despite there being no tough
mountains in southern Thailand. Even
on the west side of the central mountain
range of Malaysia, no further
populations are found, even though the
likely spread over the mountains or at
Rattaphum Tanao Si, would be easy.
The water tolerance of this Betta is
interesting, as it occurs mainly in
mineral-poor sites, but also there are
probably populations, eg by Ron
Phipun, in mineral-rich waters. This
fact should aid the speed of distribution
and increase the chances of B. pallida
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spreading west again. On the other hand,
this the limitations of acid water
allowing it to move south is a logical
conclusion.
Probably B.pallida arose as a fighting
fish with a north eastern origin, possibly
in the Gulf of Siam, for example. That
B.prima and B. pallida are closely
related, cannot be dismissed out of hand.

B. prima from Pomkhiri/ S.Thailand

EDITORS RAMBLINGS
Miraculously, I‟ve got another issue out and the
beginings of the next but I‟ve still ample room for
any of your contributions, especially for those of
you that haven‟t done so before.
Currently I‟m helping tidy up translations for the
Parosphromenus project which gives the most upto-date and knowledgeable info on that genus.
You can view the work in progress on:http://www.parosphromenus-project.org/
In due course, I hope to use this as the basis of the
first of a series of booklets on spcialised and less
well known groups such as Badis and Channa..
Those of you that didn‟t pick them up at the
members‟ Weekend, will find our button badge,
celebrating our 30th anniversary, in the envelope
with your copy of „Labyrinth‟. It doesn‟t seem
such a long time ago and strangely, I revceived an
email from the founder and original Editor, Anita
Haigh, only a few weeks ago.
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FORGOTTEN FORESTS AND HIDDEN HILL STREAMS
3. PAROS IN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA 2010
Dave Armitage

P.harveyi

1.P.nagyi K.Tinghi
Breakfast in Kotta Tinghi was
enlivened by the arrival of a family of
Oriental Pied Hornbills and then we
were on the road towards Desaru to
hunt for Betta tomi and prospect
habitats for Parosphromenus alfredi.
Our first stream by a water processing
plant was clearly affected by new
development and produced just one
B.tomi but our second habitat was far
more interesting.
There were lots of Betta pugnax and a
few B.tomi but the habitat was full of
Nepenthes gracilis and I discovered a
colony of bats under the bridge. We
explored some dirt tracks off the main
road to see if there were any
worthwhile streams but really came up
trumps when we followed a mineral
extraction road where Tony‟s dip of
the net produced a female Paros.

P.nagyi

Full-scale fishing then ensued. There
were plenty of Paros; we had hoped
they were P.alfredi but were surprised
to find them, so far south, to be small
P.nagyi. This was a rich habitat,pH 6.1
and 27C: as well as the Paros, there
were B.pugnax, Belontia hasselti,
„croakers‟(Trichopsis
vittatus),
Pristolepsis and spiny eels. We found
the centre of mining activities a bit
further up the road and passed a very
large monitor lizard at the road side.
This exciting stream kept us occupied
for some time so we decided for
another night‟s comfort at Kota
Tinggi.
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2.P.rubrimontis from Bukit Merah
We travelled from Gerik to Taiping,
poking around in a number of pebbly
hill streams, prospecting for B.pugnax
relatives. We then headed toward
Bukit Merah, driving through palm
plantation, trying to find forest
remnants around the edge of the lake
and by the side of the railway. The
roadside teamed with macaques; both
the Long tailed and Pig-tailed,
scavenging from picnic remnants.
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We eventually settled for fishing
flooded forest from which black water
flowed into a muddy brown river
crossing the main road. Following the
puddles, I found some thigh-deep
water
which
produced
Parosphromenus
rubrimontis,
Nandus,
Luciocephalus,
Channa
lucius, chocolate gouramis and Betta
pugnax. But the Paros suffered badly,
I thought this was the stress and heat
but Dennis suggested that the
sulphurous gases that we stirred up
were affecting them.
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P.rubrimontis
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Eventually we judged our time was
nearly up and we pushed through the
undergrowth back to the road with
some difficulty and I cooled off in the
shade lying full length in the black
water, watching the Bird-wing
butterflies feeding off the salts in
Paul‟s odiferous fishing shirt.

3.P.harveyi from N.Selangore
As described in Part 1, on the
Tanjong Malim road,, I had only just
pushed into a more open area in the
overgrown blackwater stream and
pushed into some grasses to find 4
Paros in the net when our time ran out
so I had to relay a message to Tony,
who was still at the edge of the forest
by the road, to request another hour
from Dennis.
As well as B.livida and P.harveyi, we
found
Channa
bankanensis,
Luciocephalus, Betta hipposideros and
B.bellica with a discrete band on its
anal and Clown rasboras but once
again, the Paros were struggling in the
low water conditions.
Fishing was uncomfortable with the
attention of the large biting horseflies
and swarms of mossies and Paul‟s
cursing indicated his sense of humour
was being tested. „Dave- I‟ve got a
snake in the net‟ He exclaimed at one
point. „Oh that‟s interesting !‟ „NoI‟ve really got a snake-not a
snakehead- in the net !!‟. Dennis
thought this was likely to be a dogfaced snake, which feeds of fish and is
only slightly venomous with fangs at
the back of the mouth.

P.harveyi
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BETTA KUEHNEI – COLLECTING AND BREEDING
Paul Jordan

Betta kuehnei ,as described by Ingo
Schindler and Jürgen Schmidt. They
named it after the type specimens‟
collector, Jens Kühne. It is a
mouthbrooding Pugnax type Betta
whose most notable feature is
blue/green iridescent cheeks and a
rusty body colour. David Armitage
later noted that they actually look very
reminiscent of Betta taeniata.
These fish were actually available, as
Betta „Von Satun‟, at the IGL meeting
in Zwolle, Netherlands. I purchased 6
but found them quite difficult to keep
and aggression was a real problem
with the sub-adult fish. Having seen
their natural habitat i could easily see
where I had gone wrong.
One leg of a collecting trip to
Malaysia, with David Armitage, Tony
Pinto and Dennis Yong, consisted of
locating and collecting Betta Kuehnei.

We travelled north towards Khoto
Bahru and just outside Pasir Puteh we
fished a wide, shallow sandy stream.
The only vegetation was the
overhanging trees whose branches and
roots would provide the hiding places
for Betta kuehnei. The banks and
roots of the stream formed 30 – 45cm
overhangs just under the water surface
where Tony caught a brooding adult
male which he managed to get back to
the US where he duly spat out fry.

B.kuehnei were not easy to find or
catch. The nature of the habitat
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provided hiding places difficult to
penetrate with our nets. The fish were
also quite far apart within the stream
and long stretches were fished to catch
a dozen or so fish. Fishing these
shallow cool streams was a welcome
refreshing break from the peat swamps
we had been fishing earlier in the trip.
Other fish caught in this habitat were
Rasbora sp, Channa gachua and a
pipefish.

The most striking feature of this fish is
the iridescent green cheeks that the
males display at all times and to a
lesser extent the females. This is a
good indicator of sex as well as
slightly longer finage in the male and
the typical mouthbrooder feature of
the deeper male head.
We managed to get several Betta
kuehnei back to the UK, all from
location 1 which we named “Azima”
after our hotel base in that area. An
adult pair and a group of sub adults
were spread between DMA, Colin
Dunlop and myself, the idea being that
hopefully one of us would be able to
firstly keep the fish alive and then go
on to breed them. I volunteered for the
adult pair and because I had
experienced aggression with this
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species I housed the pair in separate
tanks.

As with a few of the wild caught fish
we brought back, the B.kuehnei took a
week or so to settle down. During this
time they ate well, taking granular as
well as live food. As soon as the pair
looked well and had acclimatised I
couldn‟t resist putting them together.
A 24” x 8” x 8” tank was packed with
plants, mops and tubes with the water
a 50/50 mix of RO and tap. The tank
was chosen in the lower, cooler region
of the fish shed and a strong air flow
would hopefully replicate their habitat
conditions. The fish immediately lived
up to my previous encounters and
chased each other round the tank. In a
matter of minutes there were split fins
and missing scales. Knowing the
importance of these fish I split them up
again. After another 3 or 4
unsuccessful attempts at putting the
pair together
I decided to have
another go in a slightly bigger tank.
Although initially this didn‟t work I bit
the bullet, left them together and after
a few more ripped fins the pair began
to tolerate each other. Within another
couple of days they spawned, in
typical mouthbrooder fashion - the
hours of false embraces before the
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eggs being laid onto the male anal fin,
gathered up by the female and then the
spit and tease game.
The male only managed to hold the
eggs for 3 days but a good feed and a
water change soon triggered spawning
again. I seem to have more success
with mouth brooding males if they are
able to see other fish so I positioned a
tank housing an adult Betta species
next to him. After about 15 days I
removed the female and after another
12 days the male began to spit out
good size fry. The fry took baby brine
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shrimp and micro worm from the
start. Growth was fairly rapid and at 78mm the fry started showing colour
along their flanks.
Although I haven‟t experienced any
aggression with the young B.kuehnei
the adult pair continue to scrap and
squabble. I have spoken to a French
breeder, Herve Gonin who has also
bred this species and he has seen no
animosity between his „Von Satun‟
(B.kuehnei) in fact he keeps several
generations in the same tank !

CONVENTION REPORTS SPRING 2011
AAGB, Rotheram
Once again, the Ibis hotel provided
accommodation, meeting rooms and
lunches and the nearby Sir Jacks‟ pub
evening meals for our 30th Anniversary
Members Weekend, arguably our most
successful ever. Centrepiece of the
talks
were
two
authoritative
presentations by Stefan van der Voort
on Yellow Bettas and Badis, supported
by Colin Dunlop‟s unique views on the
use of leaves and wood in our aquaria
and an account of the labyrinths in
Peninsular Malysia‟s hill streams and
peat swamps as featured in „Labyrinth‟
Our 10 minute presentations included
another unique practical contribution
from Peter Riley and Mark Duffel‟s
most asked questions about loaches.
This year also saw the return of the
Labyrinth Fish Show. The show was

well supported with over 45 entries
covering all Labyrinth show classes.
There were some really stunning fish
and according to our judges it was
quite a challenge deciding on the
winners.

Best Fish in Show was won by a
Trichogaster (Colisa) sota owned by
Mike Kirkham. Best Betta splendens
was won by a short finned B.splendens
owned by Bernard and Patricia Teal.
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The Members favourite Fish was won
by a beautiful long finned, half moon
platinum / copper Betta splendens
owned by Sandra and Gordon Linford.
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Treasurer membership fees will
remain the same for another year. The
current committee was re-elected by
unanimous vote and will serve a
further year.
Thanks to everyone who worked so
hard to make our 30th anniversary
celebration so successful.
IGL Baerenthal

This fancy Betta caught the Editor’s eye

Our auction was graced by some
excellent fish imported by Colin
Dunlop from Pat Yap who we were
delighted to have as a guest.
Parasphaericthys lineatus, Betta pi,
B.channoides and B.albimarginata
were some of the more unusual fish
that fetched good prices but there was
good bidding too for more ordinary
fish such as Trichopsis schalleri and
Anabas. A good selection of fancy
Bettas also fetched good prices while
members‟ contributed B.simplex and
B.kuhniae F1 from the Malay trip as
well as Channa and Badis spp.
The AGM took place on the Sunday
and amongst the discussions was an
overwhelming request for another
members weekend next spring
complete with fish show and an other
autumn one day event. Dates of both
will follow soon. On the advice of the

Following an invitiation to speak, from
Sylvain Matthieu, Kevin Webb and
Paul Jordan accompanied me to the
German border via the Chunnel and an
overnight stop at Etap St Omer and
home with an overnight stop at Etap
Reims Thillois with the help of
Esmerelda, the Sat Nav.
The meeting was hosted by CIL, the
French wing of the IGL and it was
good to see many of our friends from
our Blois visits. The‟ Centre Jeunesse‟
was in almost alpine setting in woods
teaming with Blackcaps and Black
redstarts and the pleasant village was
by the side of a steam and extensive
water meadows and sported an
excellent hotel/bar the inside of which
was decorated like a chapel !
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Michel Dantec sets up his species tanks

The first afternoon/ evening was
largely taken up with setting up the
Betta show organised by Marc Maurin
and the small labyrinth exhibition
while socialising with old friends like
Pascal Antler and Auke de Jong
facilitated by bottled beer.
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One of us had the uncomfortable
experience of presenting his account
of
Kalimantan
collections
of
labyrinths, translated into both
German by Christian and into French
by Elodie Pecqueur, „Pecky‟. Both did
an exclellent job and more than earned
the bottle of wine presented by Michel
Dantec of the CIL.
This preceded‟ La Borse‟, or fish sale,
which is carried out by the breeders
from tables where the fish are
displayed in bottles or bags. We
picked up B sp Mahachai, B. renata,
Parosphromenus ornaticauda and
P.linkei, Parosphromenus cupanus
from Kerala and Sri Lanka and
numerous Channa.

A fantastic metallic Pla Kat

In the morning, a trip was organised to
„Euro
Aqua
Farm‟
where
Parasphaerichtys
ocellatus,
Macropodus spechti, and Dario sp‟
were ordered for delivery to the
meeting. We made it back just in time
for the snakehead working group
meeting hosted by Christian Kanale
who did the English translation while
Hugues Van Bésien did the GermanFrench honours.

Betta sp Mahachai ‘ Lilac’

Thanks to our French hosts for the
friendly reception and particularly to
Jerome Martin for organising our
accommodation in the „Presidential
suite‟

